
Technology	  Demonstration	  Proposal

Thank	  you	  for	  your	  interest	  in	  the	  SoCal	  Edge	  initiative.	  	  Please	  complete	  this	  
short	  questionnaire	  to	  outline	  your	  proposed	  demonstration	  project.	  	  If	  your	  
technology	  is	  selected	  for	  inclusion	  in	  SoCal	  Edge,	  the	  LABBC	  will	  contact	  you	  to	  
discuss	  a	  formal	  Partnership	  Agreement.	  If	  you	  have	  any	  questions,	  please	  contact	  
info@la-‐bbc.com.	  	  

Summary	  of	  Features	  &	  Benefits:	  

Expected	  savings:	  

Measurement	  &	  Verification	  process:	  	  

Ideal	  Building	  Type:	  

Minimum	  Building	  Size	  (If	  Applicable):	  

What	  equipment	  /system	  is	  the	  demonstration	  project	  replacing	  or	  augmenting?

	  Demonstration	  Area	  /	  Square	  Footage	  Requirement	  (If	  Applicable):	  

Number	  of	  Units	  (If	  Applicable):	  

Duration	  of	  demonstration	  (If	  relevant):	  

Cost	  of	  demonstration:	  	  

Will	  a	  manufacturer’s	  rebate	  be	  offered	  for	  projects	  that	  scale	  up?	  

Who is responsible for the installation?

Does the owner keep the equipment at the end of the demonstration?

Yes

Yes

No

No


	Expected Savings: 50%-70% energy savings
	M&V: Measuring energy meter draw pre/post installation
	Ideal Building Type: Warehouses, industrial facilities, big box retail, gyms (high bay), university campuses (decorative), parking lots (cobrahead)
	Summary: BK Litec's S1 LED Lamp is a high power retrofit solution designed to replace conventional HPS/MH lamps by screwing seamlessly into existing outdoor/industrial fixtures (decorative, high bay, and road lighting). The S1 lamp's core technology is the HS Frame, an LED Module with a proprietary heat dissipation architecture that enables the design of LED solutions that do not require a heat sink or PCB. This unlocks form factor freedoms in our LED design, making possible the construction of the S1 lamp that mimics the shape, screw in capability, and omnidirectional illumination properties of conventional bulbs. In addition, the absence of heat sinks creates additional space within the cavity of the S1 for potential internal housing of sensor/remote monitoring devices. 
	Minimum Size: 
	equipment: The S1 lamp is a direct replacement solution for conventional high power metal halide, high pressure sodium bulbs (100w-400w). The S1 is designed to screw into existing fixtures, which also includes a simple ballast bypass procedure.
	Sqft: 
	Units: Up to 500 S1 lamps
	Duration: Ideal measurement time frame would be 6-12 months
	Demonstration cost: The S1 lamps, drivers, and measurement equipment would be provided by BK Litec Inc. free of charge
	Responsible: End user
	Group15: Yes
	Group16: Yes


